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‘LITTLE AND 
OFTEN’ PAVES 
THE WAY FOR 
CONVENIENCE 
GROWTH



The number of Convenience stores is growing. According to the IGD Retail Datacentre, the sector is worth 
almost £23bn in turnover, it has grown by 22% over the last 5 years and is expected to grow by 18% in the 
next 5 years. Research by LDC reveals that stores have increased in number by 17% since 2012, reflecting 
the increasing preference for consumers to shop ‘little and often’.

The weekly shop appears to be gradually being replaced by ‘little and often’ consumer missions. Evidence of 
this is presented in the Local Shop Report 2018 revealed that one-third of customers visited a Convenience 
store at least 5 times per week, as well as a Grocer poll of over 2,000 consumers which suggested that 76% 
of 16 to 34-year olds visit a store at least once per week.

Growth challenges:  small isn’t easy

The ‘Big 4’ large grocery retailers and the Co-op Group, as well as newer large entrants – like Aldi, face 
major challenges, and need to consider how their supply chain can evolve to reflect the challenges, albeit 
welcome, around Convenience growth. With the modern way grocery retail and its supply chain is set up, 
the smaller a store is, the harder it becomes to trade and maintain return on investment. Growth also means 
greater competition for the same customers – how to differentiate?

The shopper’s perspective

The Convenience store perspective

Sources: The Association of Convenience Stores – Local shop report 2018;
‘The Four key influencers of convenience store shoppers in 2018’



GROWTH CHALLENGES: 
SMALL ISN’T EASY

IMPACT ON REPLENISHMENT 
(OR LACK OF…)

SPENDING
Space restrictions limit the ability of a retailer to sell a full range of 
goods, meaning the spend per customer is still reduced. The fixed 
costs of serving each customer eats into profits. The ‘little and 
often’ tendency with emphasis on promotions spending establishes 
a thin end of the wedge as average spend per visit declines. In 
February 2019, Nielsen reported a 2% reduction in average shopper 
spend compared to January – part of a consistent pattern of lower 
basket values.

STAFFING
Minimising costs means minimising staff numbers as much 
as possible. Multi-skilled staff switching from store hygiene to 
customer service is commonplace. Efficiency is the order of the 
day with some emergent store brands, like Amazon Go and Auchan 
Minute, adopting cashier-less stores and Co-Op trialling a payment 
app in the UK.   

SPACE
Inside, maximising selling space reduces aisle width, making the use 
of full-size cages awkward on the sales floor – potentially reducing 
the all-important customer experience. For most Convenience stores 
on a Parade or High Street, how to even deliver cages in metropolitan 
areas with delivery restrictions and stores without easy access for 
deliveries, such as no back door, proves a challenge as units may end-
up outside representing urban clutter.

These challenges all have an impact on replenishment, particularly during busy periods 
where the task is usually the first job to suffer. 

The emphasis on promotional spending 
by consumers may mean unavailability of 
product – the products that shoppers have 
been attracted into the store to buy.1

2
Due to the Convenience store staffing 
model, combined with stockholding 
capacity and range choice, the impact 
on replenishment could result in empty 
shelves and promotions;

3
Filling promotions pack-by-pack given the 
demands on multi-skilled staff, using cages 
which block aisles and outside gangways 
is unsustainable given store sizes and 
possible impact on customer experience.

A static quarter pallet with pre-filled display 
might be the answer in a superstore. But 
manoeuvrability and requirement for a 
pump-truck compromises this solution 
given the space constraints. But what 
solutions could the Convenience trade 
harness to tackle these challenges and the 
prospect of empty shelves?



HELLO, DOLLY – MATCHING 
FLEXIBILITY AND CREATIVITY       
WITH CONVENIENCE

The answer perhaps lies in a simple 

variation of the static quarter pallet – the 

pre-filled quarter pallet display. Small and 

on-wheels, the Dolly can be manoeuvred 

into place without the need to handle 

equipment or manually fill the display. This 

simple measure can support a wider range 

of retail objectives.



Improving the shopping experience
HIM Research (as part of the The Grocer ‘Convenience Nation’ series) indicates that the better the 
shopping experience, the more often the shopper will visit, spend more money and recommend to family 
and friends. By releasing multi skilled staff from promotion and off-shelf replenishment, this releases more 
time to carry out tasks which underpin shopping experience, namely hygiene factors, speed of service and 
helpfulness to the customer.

Increasing promotion targeting
The ability for Convenience staff to wheel pre-filled displays quickly from stockroom to the shop floor 
enables retailers to use data to refine targeted sales techniques. Nielsen say, “(Why not) use the off-shelf 
space flexibly according to the specific day of the week? A Nielsen HomeScan analysis has identified that 
spend per lifestage differs on a weekday to a weekend, so understanding which of your shoppers shop at 
different times of the week, and flexing your promotions and off-shelf space accordingly, will yield the best 
results.” The Dolly could be crucial tool in rising to this sales challenge.

Combining with technology
The Dolly could use creativity in combination with technology. For example, proximity marketing which 
triggers a message from the Dolly to the Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone of the shopper who may have 
previously registered their interest in a promotion, to let them know they that their favoured product is 
nearby. Similar beacon technology on the Dolly could also assist retailers in monitoring stock control, 
compliance and accumulation of big data to help adapt sales strategy.



CHEP INSIGHT AND EXPERIENCE

We have deployed the Dolly initiative in 

stores across the country. Our estimates 

suggest that there is an average £5 saving 

per pre-filled display compared to filling 

shelves or a fixed display. If the Dolly was 

adopted across the whole channel, this 

could equate to a release of an additional 

600,000 staff hours into Convenience 

stores – value which can be released back 

into customer frontline tasks, such as 

checkout availability.



Join the conversation on Social Media – 

how do you see Convenience store 

replenishment challenges shaping the 

sector? What solutions would help you? Use 

#CHEPDolly to give your view;

For more information about the CHEP Dolly 

solution, get in touch via 

0161 660 0796

www.chep.com


